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FOREWORD 

 
This report was prepared under the direction of Frederick Kelley at the 
Maryland Department of Natural Resources, Power Plant Research 
Program (PPRP). Under contract to PPRP, the following organizations 
were responsible for conducting the work associated with this 
environmental review: 

•  Environmental Resources Management, Inc., Annapolis, MD, under 
Contract # K00B0400122; 

•  Versar, Inc., Columbia, MD, under Contract # K00B140005; and 

•  Metametrics, Inc., Charlottesville, VA, under Contract # KOOB-
0400131 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 





 
 
 
 
ABSTRACT 

This document summarizes the State of Maryland’s evaluation of the 
proposed OneEnergy Cambridge Solar Farm in Dorchester County, 
Maryland. The project received final approval from the Public Service 
Commission (PSC) on September 5, 2014. 

The Maryland Department of Natural Resources (DNR) Power Plant 
Research Program (PPRP), coordinating with other State agencies 
prepared this environmental review document as part of the PSC licensing 
process, pursuant to Section 3-304 of the Natural Resources Article of the 
Annotated Code of Maryland. The results of PPRP’s analyses were used, 
as necessary, as the basis for establishing recommended license 
conditions, pursuant to Section 3-306 of the Natural Resources Article. 
PPRP’s recommendations are made in concert with other programs within 
DNR as well as other Executive Branch State Agencies – Departments of 
Agriculture, Business and Economic Development, Environment, 
Planning, and Transportation, and the Maryland Energy Administration. 

This environmental review summarizes PPRP’s evaluation of the potential 
environmental and cultural resource impacts of the proposed OneEnergy 
Cambridge Solar Farm in Dorchester County, Maryland. A draft version 
of this document was filed with the PSC as part of DNR’s direct testimony 
in the Environmental Review of the Proposed OneEnergy Cambridge 
Solar Farm (PSC Case No. 9348). The Proposed Order of the Public Utility 
Law Judge that was filed on August 21, 2014 was not appealed by any 
party; likewise, the Commission did not modify or reverse the Proposed 
Order or initiate further proceedings into this matter. The Proposed Order 
became a Final Order of the Commission on September 5, 2014 and was 
assigned Order No. 86593. 

Appendix A includes the Final and Proposed Orders, the Signed Secretary 
Letter, and the accepted License Conditions for the CPCN granted in Case 
No. 9348. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

OneEnergy Cambridge Solar, LLC (OneEnergy) has applied to the 
Maryland Public Service Commission (PSC) for approval to construct a 
nominally rated 3.3-megawatt (MW) solar photovoltaic (PV) facility in 
Dorchester County, Maryland.  The project is referred to as the Cambridge 
Maryland Solar Farm (Project).  The Project will consist of a 3.3-MW 
alternating current (AC) solar PV project on an approximately 25 acres 
near Cambridge, Maryland.  The Project site is part of a 365.32-acre 
privately owned parcel of property located at 4845 Bucktown Road in 
Dorchester County, Maryland.   

Before the facility can be constructed, the Applicant must obtain a 
Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity (CPCN) from the PSC.  
As part of the licensing process, the Power Plant Research Program 
(PPRP) of the Maryland Department of Natural Resources (DNR) has 
evaluated the facility’s potential impacts to environmental and cultural 
resources in Maryland, pursuant to Section 3-304 of the Natural Resources 
Article of the Annotated Code of Maryland.  This environmental and 
socioeconomic review was performed in coordination with other State 
agencies. 

PPRP used the analysis of potential impacts as the basis for establishing 
initial recommended licensing conditions for constructing and operating 
the proposed facility, pursuant to Section 3-306 of the Natural Resources 
Article.  PPRP’s recommendations are made in collaboration with other 
programs within DNR as well as the Departments of Agriculture, 
Business and Economic Development, Environment, Planning, and 
Transportation, and the Maryland Energy Administration.  The 
recommended conditions are included in DNR Exhibit __ (FSK-2) for this 
case. 

1.1 Background on Solar Energy 

Currently, there are two primary solar electricity generating technologies 
— PV and concentrated solar power (CSP).  Solar PV panels contain rows 
of solar cells (semiconductor devices made of crystalline silicon or a 
complex chemical arrangement such as copper-gallium-indium-diselinide 
thin films) electrically connected together in weatherproof packaging.  
Multiple solar panels connected together are called an array.  A solar PV 
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system consists of the solar panels, a mounting system (roof or ground), 
and an inverter to convert the direct current (DC) electrical current to AC 
for household or commercial consumption.  Concentrating solar power 
comes in two forms.  Concentrating PV uses mirrors to focus direct 
sunlight onto photovoltaic cells or panels to create electricity, and 
concentrating solar thermal uses direct sunlight and focusing devices to 
provide high temperature heat to generate steam for use in a steam 
turbine to generate electricity. 

1.2 State of Solar Energy in Maryland 

Maryland’s Renewable Energy Portfolio Standard (RPS), enacted in May 
2004 and revised in 2007, 2008, and 2010, calls for 20 percent renewable 
energy by 2022.  Two percent of this must come from solar energy sources 
by 2020.  As of March 2013, Maryland had met 10 percent of the solar 
energy requirement, or a cumulative capacity of 120 MW, resulting in the 
creation of approximately 2,000 jobs.  Approximately half of that capacity 
can be attributed to net-metered and utility-scale solar projects.  Table 1 
outlines the solar RPS goals for each year leading up to 2020.   

Table 1  Solar RPS Goal per Calendar Year 

Calendar Year Solar RPS Goals (%) 
Solar RPS Goal Capacity 

(Cumulative, in MW) 
2013 0.25% 143.6 
2014 0.35% 201.1 
2015 0.50% 287.3 
2016 0.70% 402.2 
2017 0.95% 545.8 
2018 1.40% 804.3 
2019 1.75% 1,005.4 
2020 2.00% 1,149.0 

Source:  Maryland Energy Administration 2013.  

1.3 Renewable Energy Regulations and Initiatives 

Maryland has several policies that encourage the deployment of solar 
energy systems.  In accordance with the RPS, utilities must purchase solar 
generation in the form of Solar Renewable Energy Credits (SRECs) or face 
penalties of up to $400 per MWh (declining through time).  This market 
for SRECs provides a financial incentive to homeowners, businesses, and 
independent developers to install solar renewable energy systems.  The 
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RPS is not the lone policy mechanism providing incentives for the 
development of solar power in Maryland.  Also available are State tax 
credits, grants, loans, and rebate programs (see Table 2).  

Table 2  Maryland Incentives for Solar Energy Development 

MEA Solar 
Energy Grant 
Program 

Commercial  PV: $30 - $60 per kW (max 200 kW) 

Residential PV: $1,000 per project (max 20 kW) 

Clean Energy Production Tax 
Credit (Personal and Corporate) 

Tax credit of 0.85 cents per kWh for first five years 
This credit is refundable, an important attribute for 
organizations with a lower tax burden than the 
amount of the tax (max $2.5 million) 

County 
Property Tax 
Credits 

Anne Arundel  50% of installed system cost to a maximum of $2,500 

Harford 100% of real property tax to a maximum of $2,500 
per device and $5,000 per property per fiscal year 

Prince 
George’s 

50% of installed system cost up to $5,000 for solar 
space heat, $1,500 for solar water heat, and no limit 
given for PV 

State Sales Tax Credit 100% exemption on solar energy equipment 

Source:  MEA 2010. 

In addition to statewide regulations, Dorchester County, Maryland also 
has solar regulations.  Dorchester County Code Chapter 155 Section 50 
Subsection LL requires detailed site plans, guidelines for the maintenance 
of solar arrays, and procedures for the removal of abandoned solar 
generating equipment.   

1.4 Report Organization 

This report summarizes PPRP’s evaluation of the Project in the following 
sections: 

• Section 2 provides a description of the proposed site and facility 
components; 

• Section 3 describes the Project’s effect on biological resources; 

• Section 4 presents socioeconomic resources and associated impacts; 
and 

• Section 5 summarizes the findings of PPRP’s evaluations.   
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2.0 PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

2.1 Site Description  

OneEnergy proposes to build a 3.3 MW alternating current solar 
photovoltaic project near 4845 Bucktown Road in Dorchester County, 
Maryland on Tax Map 53 Parcel 01 (see Figure 1). The Project would 
develop approximately twenty-five (25) acres from the total 365.32-acre 
farm owned by Roger F. Adams.  Bucktown Road borders the Project site 
to the west, and the proposed panels will be located approximately 50 feet 
from the road. The current land use of the site is agricultural, is 
undeveloped and does not contain any buildings or structures. There are 
family residences located to the north and south of the site.  The site is 
located about two miles southeast of the town of Cambridge, Maryland in 
the Nanticoke River watershed, Transquaking River, USGS 
Hydrogeologic Code 02-13-308.    

The site is generally flat land with minimal topographical variation.  
OneEnergy anticipates that no grading or ground disturbance would be 
required for construction of the panels.  There are no wetlands located on 
the site, but one agricultural drainage culvert with perennial flow borders 
the site on its east side.   Construction of the proposed Project will not 
involve any tree clearing. 

The site will be under 25-year lease from the landowner. The Project will 
interconnect to the grid at the Choptank Electric Cooperative’s Choptank 
Airey substation.   
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Figure 1 OneEnergy Cambridge Solar Farm Project Site and Layout 
 

OneEnergy Solar CPCN 2014 
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2.2 Project Components 

The Project will consist of approximately 14,000 solar panels or PV 
modules on fixed tilt racking system in either portrait or landscape 
orientation.  The racks could vary from approximately 400 to a system 
where the racks are linked together continuously within a row, and the 
racking system will be composed of galvanized steel posts with 
galvanized steel or aluminum structures.  About 2,000-3,100 driven piles 
will serve as the foundation.  Specifications are dependent on final vendor 
selection and design.  Piles will penetrate five to seven feet below ground.   
The solar array will be designed with a twenty-five degree tilt, snow load 
of twenty pounds per square foot (psf), and wind design of 105 miles per 
hour (mph).  The panels will be oriented in a “2V” or “4V” configuration 
(landscape or portrait).  The space between rows will be twelve feet to 
sixteen feet. The leading edge height (bottom edge of modules) will be 
approximately two feet from grade, and the top edge of modules will be 
approximately seven and a half feet from grade.    

There will be three separate inverter pads each to include one to three 
inverters depending on the final design.  Each inverter pad will make up 
1/3 of the array AC capacity, or approximately 1.1MW to convert the 
direct current (DC) energy to AC energy.  OneEnergy used modeling 
software for a predicted energy output of approximately 6,000 MWhrs in 
the first full year of solar array operation.  OneEnergy predicts a nominal 
AC rating of 3,300 kW and a DC rating of 4,277 kW.  Each power station 
will have a transformer to step up the voltage from 480 V to 12.47 kV for 
connection to the Choptank 504 electric distribution circuit.   

A six-foot high chain link perimeter fence will be installed around the 
Project site with a service entrance accessible from the existing driveway 
entrance off of Bucktown Road. There are few lighting requirements for 
the Project. If necessary for security, or as required by Dorchester County, 
minimal lighting may be installed using one lighting fixture at each 
inverter pad, which will be fitted with a down shield light fixture. Since 
there are no planned operations and/or maintenance facilities or no full-
time personnel located at this site, there is no need for water and sewer 
facilities at the Project site. 

A Generation Interconnection Combined Feasibility and System Impact 
Study Report for PJM Generation Interconnection Request Queue Position 
Y1-080 Dorchester 12kV was also completed and submitted as an 
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appendix to the One Energy CPCN application.  No transmission network 
impacts were found.     

The operational features will be controlled through a Project Operations & 
Maintenance Agreement to track performance and monitor the health and 
safety of the solar field. Typical duties and features of this plan are: 

• Local and remote control over key features of the Solar Fields 
Electrical System to assure compliance with the Interconnect 
Agreement and safety of the plant.  

• Scheduling, control, and reporting of all onsite maintenance 
activities.  

• Operations Center with remote monitoring of performance data 
and physical systems 365 days a year.  

• Immediate dispatch of fire, police, or contractors in the event of 
emergency or force outage. 

OneEnergy targets construction of the Project to start in late 2014.  The 
Project is expected to create approximately 25 to 40 local construction jobs, 
and the capital cost is estimated at $9 million.  

OneEnergy has requested a waiver of the two-year notice requirement for 
filing of the CPCN application prior to commencing construction 
activities, and has requested expedited approval (within three months of 
submission) of the CPCN application.  OneEnergy maintains that there is 
good cause for the waiver since the Project’s impacts will not extend 
beyond the borders of the site, and the two-year notice requirement would 
delay Maryland the benefits received from this Project.  

2.3 Construction Details 

As detailed in Section 4.1, construction access to the site, and subsequently 
for routine operations including maintenance, is anticipated to be from 
Bucktown Road.  Construction is expected to take approximately four to 
five months to complete and will begin immediately after the CPCN 
license has been been issued.   

A National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) General 
Permit is required for planned construction activities with a planned total 
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disturbance of one acre or greater.  Coverage under the General Permit is 
obtained by filing a completed Notice of Intent (NOI) form with the 
Maryland Department of the Environment (MDE), Water Management 
Administration (WMA).  The completed NOI form is considered a formal 
application for coverage and intent to comply with the terms of the 
General Permit.  A NOI will be submitted to MDE during the 
Construction Drawing Plan review phase. 

It is anticipated that compliance with the terms of the General Permit, 
including development of an approved Erosion and Sediment Control 
Plan, will include provisions for mitigating impacts associated with 
ground surface and soil disturbance during site construction activities, 
including stormwater management and dust control. 

The Construction Drawing Plan Review approval process, and Grading 
Permit approval, with Dorchester County Department of Planning and 
Zoning, as well as the NPDES permit and associated Erosion Sediment 
Control Plan will address grading and drainage requirements for the 
Project site and surrounding properties as well as dewatering 
requirements for the Project site.   

A Preliminary Geotechnical Investigation Report (ECS Mid Atlantic) was 
conducted in February 2013, and was provided by OneEnergy in the 
Appendix to the CPCN application.  In Response to PPRP Data Request 
No. 1, OneEnergy states that a full geotechnical investigation will be 
completed in summer/early fall 2014.  This analysis will provide 
subsurface investigation and soil stability data for the site, as well as 
precautionary and surface/subsurface construction guidance that should 
be adhered to during construction.  Soil borings will also be conducted to 
determine depth to water table.  OneEnergy states that construction 
dewatering is not anticipated since it does not plan any on-site excavation 
for footers or foundations. 

Shading of modules reduces energy production.  Modules can be shaded 
by external objects such as buildings or trees (referred to as external 
shading), or internal objects such as other modules (referred to as inter-
row shading).  OneEnergy has included internal shading into its power 
production modeling. 

MDE’s Mr. Ace Adkins of the Nontidal Wetlands Program reviewed the 
site to determine compliance with State Wetlands Laws, and issued a 
letter dated June 3, 2013 confirming that there are no jurisdictional Waters 
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of the United States or Waters of the State, including wetlands, at this site.  
The Project will be subject to an Erosion Sediment Control Plan and will 
require a NPDES permit for construction activity.  Since there are gentle 
slopes for the site, the use of standard Best Management Practices (BMPs), 
like silt fence and super silt fence, will accommodate a majority of the 
control requirements.  If additional controls are required, like sediment 
basins, the Applicant will incorporate them into the Erosion Sediment 
Control Plan as needed to maintain the Water Quality of the site during 
construction.  Dorchester County Soil Conservation District and the 
NPDES permit requires the contractor to maintain the site controls during 
construction and keep a record of daily inspections to the controls for the 
MDE inspector to review upon site visits. 

The State of Maryland COMAR 26.17.02.01-1B.(1) requires stormwater 
quality and quantity controls be implemented.  The Project proposed to 
use a combination of controls to meet the MDE Environmental Site Design 
(ESD) required treatment levels, ensuring that runoff from the Project site 
mimics runoff from forested woods in good condition.  Aggregate roads 
will be required to access the actual panels.  Ground surfaces beneath and 
between panels will be managed grass.  On-site stormwater control and 
grounds maintenance associated with operating the Project should be 
adequately addressed through Dorchester County Department of 
Planning and Zoning as part of the Site Development Plan process, as well 
as adherence to MDE and COMAR requirements.     

Because it is a non-combustion process relying on the direct conversion of 
solar energy into electrical energy, the operation of a solar PV facility does 
not produce air emissions.  This differs drastically from conventional 
fossil-fired electric power plants.  Electricity generated by solar PV 
facilities represents a way of meeting the region’s growing demand for 
electric power without emitting combustion-related air pollutants. 

The only sources of emissions from the Project will be those associated 
with construction activities, including site clearing, grading, and the use of 
construction equipment, which will be for a temporary period.  The 
Project will be required to comply with the following State regulations 
during construction activities, including: 

• COMAR 26.11.06.03D ― Particulate Matter from Materials 
Handling and Construction – A person may not cause or permit 
any material to be handled, transported, or stored, or a building, its 
appurtenances, or a road to be used, constructed, altered, repaired, 
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or demolished without taking reasonable precautions to prevent 
particulate matter from becoming airborne. 

• COMAR 26.11.06.08 ― Nuisance – An installation or premises may 
not be operated or maintained in such a manner that a nuisance or 
air pollution is created.  Nothing in this regulation relating to the 
control of emissions may in any manner be construed as 
authorizing or permitting the creation of, or maintenance of, a 
nuisance or air pollution.  

• COMAR 26.11.06.09 ― Odors – A person may not cause or permit 
the discharge into the atmosphere of gases, vapors, or odors 
beyond the property line in such a manner that a nuisance or air 
pollution is created. 

2.4 Maintenance and Inspections 

The level of frequency for routine inspections of the solar panels, and 
routine maintenance, has not been determined at this time.  The Project 
will be monitored remotely, with system operators identifying needed 
inspections and associated maintenance.    

It is anticipated that the solar PV panels will require routine cleaning.  
OneEnergy shall work with the property owners to obtain access to their 
water supply and wastewater discharge for this purpose. 

2.5 Decommissioning 

Information regarding a decommissioning plan for the Project has not 
been provided in available documentation to date.  A facility 
decommissioning plan should be developed, outlining the responsible 
party(ies), timeframes, and estimated costs for decommissioning, 
dismantling, and proper removal of all facility components at the end of 
the Project.   

OneEnergy should, in the Decommissioning Plan, identify the estimated 
decommissioning, dismantling, and disposal cost for the Project.  Funding 
mechanisms to cover this Decommission Plan cost should be secured via a 
faithful performance bond payable to the State of Maryland to ensure that 
decommissioning costs are not borne by the County and/or State at the 
end of the useful life of the Project.  The performance and financial 
assurance guarantees may be comprised of but not limited to one or more 
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of the following: a corporate guarantee; a surety bond; a suitable 
insurance policy; or an irrevocable letter of credit.  The financial guarantee 
shall be in place prior to commercial operation of the Project.  Every ten 
years, over the life of the Project, an updated estimate of decommissioning 
costs shall be prepared by OneEnergy Solar to adjust for inflation. 

The Decommissioning Plan should include provisions for the safe removal 
and proper disposal of all components of the PV project, including any 
components with rare or valuable materials, as well as components 
containing hazardous or toxic materials.  The decommissioning plan 
should maximize the extent of component recycling and reuse, where 
possible, and ensure all components are handled in accordance with 
applicable federal, state, county, and local requirements. 

3.0 BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES 

The following sections provide a review of the potential environmental 
effects relating to the proposed OneEnergy Project on biological resources, 
including vegetation; wildlife; rare, threatened and endangered (RTE) 
species; and wetlands and streams. Information on these resources was 
derived from OneEnergy’s environmental review document (OneEnergy 
Solar CPCN 2014), and other pertinent documents, as well as a site visit 
conducted by PPRP on April 29, 2014. 

3.1 Vegetation 

Vegetation and land cover in the immediate vicinity of the approximately 
25-acre OneEnergy Project site consists solely of actively cultivated 
agricultural fields.  The local topography is nearly flat.  The site is 
bordered offsite to the southeast by a farmhouse, various farm buildings, 
and a narrow area of deciduous forest; to the west, it is bordered by 
Bucktown Road.  One man-made drainage ditch with intermittent flow is 
located offsite to the east; it forms the eastern boundary of most of the site.  
Because of its heavily agricultural nature, little naturally growing 
vegetation is present at the site. 

No trees are currently located on the OneEnergy site. Vegetation at the site 
during the April 2014 PPRP field visit consisted of a winter wheat crop, 
last year’s corn crop stubble, and typical weedy herbaceous plants 
typically associated with cultivated fields in the region.  Some of these 
species include black mustard (Brassica nigra); common burdock (Arctium 
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minus); cocklebur (Xanthium strumarium); meadow fescue (Festuca 
pratensis); dandelion (Taraxacum officinale); and common chickweed 
(Stellaria media).  No woody vines or shrubs were observed on the site 
during the field visit. 

The Maryland Forest Conservation Act (FCA) establishes standards for 
land development that make the identification and protection of forests 
and other sensitive areas an integral part of the site planning process. 
Although development projects that clear land for public utility rights-of-
way or electric generating stations are exempted from FCA, the project 
must be permitted through the CPCN licensing process and must 
minimize forest loss during site development. As proposed, however, the 
OneEnergyProject would not require clearing of any trees.  As such, the 
OneEnergy Project will have no mitigation obligations under the FCA. 

3.2 Wildlife 

The proposed OneEnergy Project site currently offers little wildlife 
habitat. The farmed lands are intensively managed, limiting nesting by 
birds or occupancy by other wildlife (i.e., amphibians and reptiles, 
mammals). The offsite forested areas west of Bucktown Road and to the 
southeast likely provide habitats for some edge-nesting bird species such 
as northern cardinal (Cardinalis cardinalis) and Carolina wren (Thryothorus 
ludovicianus). Other species noted during the site visit in late April 2014 
included eastern meadowlark (Sturnella magna); common bobwhite 
(Colinus virginianus), northern mockingbird (Mimus polyglottis), common 
crow (Corvus brachyrhynchos) and mourning dove (Zenaida macroura); signs 
of white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus; tracks) and woodchuck 
(Marmota monax; burrow) and were also observed. With no surface water 
features on the site, there is little opportunity for breeding by aquatic or 
semi-aquatic species including many amphibians and reptiles.  

The OneEnergy site could provide benefits to wildlife by establishing and 
maintaining warm season grasses within the facility. Following 
installation of the solar panel arrays, the areas below and between the 
solar panels could be planted with native, warm season grasses such as 
switchgrass (Panicum virgatum), little bluestem (Schizachyrium scoparium), 
and indiangrass (Sorghastrum nutans). Although warm season grasses may 
take longer to establish, they offer a number of ecological benefits aside 
from providing wildlife forage. Warm season grasses, which can grow 
well on low fertility soils, have strong root systems that hold soil in place 
and act as a filter of stormwater runoff by removing sediment. They 
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remain standing throughout the winter, thereby providing cover for 
wildlife.  PPRP is recommending a CPCN license condition that directs 
OneEnergy to follow guidance from the Dorchester County Soil 
Conservation District for establishing and maintaining vegetation at the 
solar facility. However, if feasible, PPRP recommends establishing warm 
season grasses at the site, and restricting mowing during the ground-
nesting bird season from May through August. 

3.3 Rare, Threatened, and Endangered (RTE) Species 

In response to a letter requesting environmental review of the proposed 
OneEnergy Project, the Maryland Department of Natural Resources, 
Wildlife and Heritage Service (WHS) indicated in a February 14, 2012 
letter that there are records for the Delmarva fox squirrel (Sciurus niger 
cinereus; a Maryland and federal listed Endangered species) on and in the 
immediate vicinity of the site.  The letter indicated, however, that if the 
proposed activities do not occur within forested parts of the property, 
then Delmarva fox squirrel would not be negatively impacted by the solar 
project.  In addition, WHS indicated in its letter that there is a record of the 
great purple hairstreak butterfly (Atlides halesus; Maryland listed as 
Threatened) in the upper floodplain of a tributary to the Upper 
Chicamacomico River.  It is not likely that this species occupies or uses the 
OneEnergy site, as it is not within any floodplain areas, and has been 
heavily cultivated for crops for many years. 

The WHS also indicated in its letter that the forests adjacent to the 
OneEnergy site may provide habitats for forest interior-dwelling species 
(FIDS), and gave specific recommendations for minimizing project 
impacts on FIDS.  Most of these recommendations, however, apply to 
minimizing the clearing of existing forest and trees.  These are not 
applicable to the OneEnergy Project, as no trees or forest would be 
removed. 

OneEnergy also contacted the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) for 
information regarding the presence of federal listed species on the 
OneEnergy site.  In a response letter dated January 3, 2012, the USFWS 
indicated that, except for occasional transient individuals, no federal 
proposed or listed Endangered or Threatened species are known to occur 
in the vicinity of the solar project. 
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3.4 Wetlands and Streams 

The proposed OneEnergy Project would not directly affect any streams or 
wetlands during construction and operation. In a letter dated June 3, 2013 
to OneEnergy, MDE indicated that the site does not contain any 
jurisdictional nontidal wetlands. MDE further indicated that based on its 
field staffs’ observations, no approvals would be necessary to construct 
the OneEnergy Project on the 25-acre parcel.  PPRP concurs with this 
assessment based on its independent April 2014 field review of the Project 
site.  

There is, however, one agricultural ditch system with intermittent flow 
offsite along the immediate east of the project site. To avoid or minimize 
the potential for impacts to this aquatic system, development of the 
Project should implement the procedures and requirements of Dorchester 
County Stormwater Management, Grading, Soil Erosion, and Sediment 
Control Ordinance. Under this ordinance, stormwater management is 
implemented by using Environmental Site Design (ESD) to the maximum 
extent practicable. Grading and sediment erosion and sediment control 
are implemented by following best management practices for preventing 
soil erosion and sediment transport, pollution, and adverse impacts on 
waterways and properties. 

4.0 SOCIOECONOMIC IMPACTS 

4.1 Economic and Fiscal Impacts 

The Project would install 14,000 PV modules on approximately 25 acres on 
land that is currently being cultivated for crops.  Construction would 
involve grading for site preparation, trenching for cables, driving support 
posts for PV support tables, attaching PV modules to support tables, and 
connecting the system to the grid.  Construction would occur over a four 
to five month period.  During the peak construction period, the Project 
would employ between 25 and 40 design, management and construction 
personnel.  On the basis of the Jobs and Economic Development Impact 
(JEDI) model1 and Project data, PPRP estimates that construction of the 
Project could generate up to 54 total full-time equivalent (FTE) jobs in the 
State.  

                                                           
1 The JEDI model is a product of the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) of the U.S. 

Department of Energy. 
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Most construction activities are not expected to require highly specialized 
skills.  As a result, many jobs may be sourced from the local labor pool if 
the work is competitively bid by area subcontractors.  This would have a 
positive effect on the local economy from construction worker payrolls 
and subsequent consumption expenditures, local purchases of common 
construction materials and associated multiplier effects.  Project 
construction could generate nearly $3.5 million (2014 dollars) in direct, 
indirect and induced earnings throughout Maryland and $6.7 million in 
total output. Not all benefits would accrue to Maryland, however, since 
specialized components, particularly PV panels, are manufactured 
elsewhere and would be imported into the State. 

With most of the construction workforce within daily commuting 
distance, the Project would have no effect upon population and housing 
or population-related public service provision.  Dorchester County, the 
State and, to a lesser extent, surrounding jurisdictions would experience 
fiscal benefits from taxes on construction worker wages, consumption 
expenditures and supplier sales receipts.  With public service levels 
largely unaffected, the net fiscal benefit of Project construction would be 
positive although modest for the county and State. 

The Project would have no operations or maintenance facilities on-site nor 
a permanent O&M workforce.  Fiscal benefits would be in the form of 
corporate income tax revenues to the State, income tax revenues on lease 
payments to the landowner, and property tax revenues.  Corporate 
income tax is imposed at an 8.25 percent rate on Maryland taxable income.  
Personal income tax rates in Maryland range from two to 5.75 percent, 
and Dorchester County’s piggyback rate is 2.62 percent.2  In Dorchester 
County, real property is taxed at a rate of $.976 per $100 valuation.3  
Additional real property tax revenues would accrue only to the extent that 
the Project increases the value of real property of the 25-acre parcel.  The 
facility, itself, would be classified as a non-utility generator (Kittel 2014).  
Dorchester County assesses a tax rate of $2.44 per $100 valuation to 
business personal property, although an 80% exemption is applied to 
property other than commercial inventory, manufacturing/R&D 
inventory and manufacturing/R&D machinery.  The exemption is 
scheduled in increase to 90% in the next fiscal year and business personal 
property tax phased out entirely after that (Kittel 2014).  As such, the 

                                                           
2http://taxes.marylandtaxes.com/Individual_Taxes/Individual_Tax_Types/Income_Tax/Tax_Inf

ormation/Tax_Rates/Local_and_County_Tax_Rates.shtml  
3 http://www.dat.state.md.us/sdatweb/taxrate.html  

http://taxes.marylandtaxes.com/Individual_Taxes/Individual_Tax_Types/Income_Tax/Tax_Information/Tax_Rates/Local_and_County_Tax_Rates.shtml
http://taxes.marylandtaxes.com/Individual_Taxes/Individual_Tax_Types/Income_Tax/Tax_Information/Tax_Rates/Local_and_County_Tax_Rates.shtml
http://www.dat.state.md.us/sdatweb/taxrate.html
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Project would not be a source of personal property tax revenues to 
Dorchester County.   

4.2 Land Use 

The Project would be about one-half mile south of the Cambridge city 
limits where most land is in agriculture or forest, with residences widely 
scattered along minor roads.  The Cambridge-Dorchester Airport, which is 
accessed from Bucktown Road, is approximately one mile north of the 
site.  The Baywater Animal Rescue shelter sits opposite the Project on 
Bucktown Road.  The site is within a 365-acre parcel, which is currently 
under crop cultivation.  No part of the parcel is protected by conservation 
easement.  Several properties, generally to the south of the Project, are 
protected under Maryland Agricultural Land Preservation Foundation 
(MALPF) or DNR easement, but these are more than three-quarters of a 
mile distant and would not be affected by construction or operation of the 
facility.  The Project site is not within a Priority Funding Area nor is it 
within any of Dorchester’s municipal boundaries.   

The 365 acre parcel is zoned AC – Agricultural Conservation District.  
Although Maryland’s CPCN process preempts local zoning, Dorchester 
County permits utility scale solar energy systems in the AC zone by 
Special Exception.   The Project site is also within the Airport Protection 
(AP) District, an overlay district around the Cambridge-Dorchester 
Airport.  The AP District imposes development restrictions that are in 
addition to restrictions associated with a property’s primary zoning 
designation.  §155-36 of the Dorchester County Code states that, within 
the AP district, it is unlawful to put any land or structure to any of the 
following uses. 

• Overhead high-power transmission lines in excess of 69 kV. 

• Manufacturing establishments or other uses which produce smoke 
interfering with the safe use of the airport. 

• Rifle ranges and private landing fields which would interfere with 
the health, safety and general welfare of the public in the use of the 
airport. 

• All plants, businesses or structures of every kind that emit or 
discharge smoke, gases and odor that would or may interfere with 
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the health, safety and general welfare of the public in the use of the 
airport. 

• Any use which would create electrical, magnetic or other 
interference with radio communication between the airport and 
aircraft, make it difficult for flyers to distinguish between airport 
lights and others, result in glare in the eyes of flyers using the 
airport, impair visibility in the vicinity of the airport or otherwise 
endanger the landing, taking-off or maneuvering of aircraft. 

The AP district also restricts the heights of buildings, structures, trees or 
any object of natural growth to less that the heights of the approach, 
horizontal, transitional or conical surfaces around the airport, as indicated 
on Dorchester County zoning maps or overlays.  Project structures would 
not exceed any imaginary surface within the AP district nor would it 
create interference with radio communications between the airport and 
aircraft.  Glare and outdoor lighting for the Project are discussed 
elsewhere. 

The facility would consume approximately 25 acres, displacing (until 
decommissioned) agricultural activities from the Project site.  
Construction would involve some excavation to reduce slopes (to 
optimize production from the PV modules), trenching for cables and 
grading for access roads.  The Project’s construction staging area was not 
identified in the application but is expected to be within the site boundary. 

Post-construction, the Project is not expected to influence land uses of 
other properties in the area.  PPRP is recommending an initial license 
condition requiring OneEnergy to design the facility in substantial 
conformity to Dorchester County’s site plan requirements.  

4.3 Transportation 

Transportation impacts on nearby roads would be confined to the 
construction period.  All materials for Project construction would be 
delivered by truck.  Construction traffic would access the solar array site 
from US 50 and Bucktown Road. US 50 is a four-lane divided highway 
with no access control in the vicinity of Bucktown Road east of 
Cambridge.  Bucktown Road and US 50 meet at a signalized intersection 
with spurs to and from both legs of the minor road.  There are dedicated 
left turn lanes from US 50 onto Bucktown Road in both the east and west 
directions.  The average annual daily traffic (AADT) on US 50 near its 
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intersection with Bucktown Road was 35,551 in 2012 (SHA 2012).  The 
only major commercial activity on Bucktown Road between US 50 and the 
Project site is the Cambridge-Dorchester Airport.  The airport is owned by 
Dorchester County and open to the public.  There are 40 aircraft based on 
the field and an average of 64 aircraft operations per day, most of which is 
general aviation4.  As such, the airport is a minor traffic generator.  SHA 
statistics for Dorchester County indicate a small proportion of trucks in 
the traffic mix on US 50.  Between 2011 and 2013, truck traffic comprised 
9.5 percent of the AADT on US 301 at Bucktown Road/MD 750 of which 
3.5 percent of total traffic was combination vehicles (SHA 2014). 

Current peak hour traffic in the vicinity of US 50 and Bucktown Road is 
not known.  Just west of the Project, however, traffic through Cambridge 
on US 50 is often congested, particularly in summer months, due to a 
posted speed limit of 35 mph, uncontrolled access, roadside commercial 
development and high volumes.  A traffic study commissioned in 2008 by 
the Cambridge Department of Public Works found existing deficiencies at 
two of six signalized intersections with US 50 within city limits and 
projected that all would provide inadequate levels of service (LOS) by 
2030 resulting in significant delays to local and through traffic (City 
Council 2011).  By 2030, traffic volumes are expected to exceed the 
highway’s design volume if historical growth rates continue.  Outside of 
Cambridge, most county roadways function at LOS “A” or “B”, indicating 
free flow or reasonably free flow conditions, although the LOS is lower in 
summer months (CCDC 1996) due to seasonal traffic.  The speed limit on 
US 50 is 45 mph at its intersection with Bucktown Road.   

Construction worker traffic would be added to background traffic 
volumes at the beginning and end of each workday, primarily on 
weekdays.  With an average workforce of no more than 40, about 30 
automobiles or light trucks would be added to local roads over the 
construction period, assuming typical vehicle occupancy rates for 
construction projects.  Given existing conditions, the additional 
construction worker traffic is not expected to adversely affect the LOS of 
major or minor roads in the vicinity of the Project even if coincident with 
morning and evening peak hour traffic. 

The Project would generate a number of truck deliveries over the 
construction period, primarily solar panels and ancillary components, 
although during early stages of construction, large excavation equipment 
would be delivered to the site by truck, some of which could be oversize 
                                                           
4 http://www.airnav.com/airport/KCGE.  

http://www.airnav.com/airport/KCGE
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or overweight loads.  OneEnergy anticipates the majority of truck traffic 
would occur on designated truck routes and major streets.  The primary 
delivery route to the Project site is expected to be US 50 and Bucktown 
Road.   

To the extent that any loads of materials or equipment for the Project are 
oversize or overweight, the SHA requires hauling permits if transported 
on Maryland highways.   

An oversized or overweight vehicle is defined under Title 24, Subtitle 1 of 
the Transportation Article of the Annotated Code of Maryland.  PPRP is 
recommending a license condition requiring OneEnergy to comply with 
all permit requirements for use of State and Dorchester County roads and 
obtain appropriate approvals as necessary. 

During the installation phase, trucks would deliver Project components 
(modules, hardware and posts) to the construction site.  Project 
construction would require approximately two daily truck deliveries on 
average, and between 10 and 20 daily deliveries during the peak 
construction period.  On this basis, PPRP has concluded that truck traffic 
is not expected to adversely affect existing motor vehicle traffic in the 
vicinity of Project.  Post construction, the facility would not be a 
significant traffic generator.  Most traffic to the site during operations 
would be light vehicles.   

Federal Regulation Title 14 Part 77 establishes standards and notification 
requirements for objects affecting navigable airspace, including 
determining the potential hazardous effect of the proposed construction 
on air navigation.  Part 77 also provides the Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) with the authority to conduct aeronautical studies 
of proposed activities that could affect airspace.  These studies review 
physical incursions of proposed structures into airspace, interference with 
radar communications and any other conditions that might negatively 
affect air traffic.  Regardless of height or location, all solar projects at 
airports must submit to the FAA a Notice of Proposed Construction Form 
(Form 7460-1) to ensure the project does not penetrate the imaginary 
surfaces around the airport or cause radar interference or glare.  For off-
airport projects, local governments, solar developers and other 
stakeholders in the vicinity of an airport have the responsibility to inform 
the FAA about proposed projects so that the agency can determine if the 
project presents any safety or navigational problems (FAA 2010). 
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In 2013, the FAA issued interim policy for the review of solar energy 
projects on federally-obligated airports (FAA 2013).  The policy adopted 
the Solar Glare Hazard Analysis Plot as the standard for measuring the 
ocular impact of any proposed solar energy system.  Furthermore, to 
obtain FAA approval for a solar installation and/or a “no objection” to a 
Notice of Proposed Construction Form, an airport sponsor is required to 
demonstrate that the proposed solar energy system meets the following 
standards. 

• No potential for glint or glare in the existing or planned airport 
traffic control tower. 

• No potential for glare or “low potential for after-image” along the 
final approach5 path for any existing landing threshold or future 
landing thresholds as shown on the current FAA-approved Airport 
Layout Plan. 

Ocular impact must be analyzed over the entire calendar year in one-
minute intervals from sunrise to sunset.  FAA interim policy requires the 
use of the Solar Glare Hazard Analysis Tool (SGHAT), a web-based 
application, to determine whether a proposed solar energy project would 
result in a potential ocular impact.   

Solar energy systems located on an airport that is not federally-obligated 
or located outside the property of a federally-obligated airport are not 
subject to FAA interim policy.  However, the FAA strongly urges 
proponents of solar energy systems located on off-airport property or on 
non-federally-obligated airports to consider the policy’s requirements 
when siting such systems (FAA 2013). 

The Project site is south of the Cambridge-Dorchester Airport, a federally-
obligated airport, with the northernmost extent of the property line about 
1.07 miles from Runway 34, one of two operational runways.  An 
approach to Runway 34 is 335° (magnetic, 324° true north), which places 
the glide path slightly to the east of the proposed facility at a height of 
between 325 and 400 feet above ground level. 

Because of the Project’s distance to the airport and its proximity to the 
glide path for the approach to Runway 34, PPRP undertook a preliminary 

                                                           
5 The final approach path is defined as two miles from fifty feet above the landing 

threshold using a standard three degree glide path. 
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glare analysis of the Project using the SGHAT model.  The intensity, time-
of-day and duration of glare were estimated for a two-mile glide path to 
the threshold of Runway 34 (Figure 2).  The model predicted that glare 
significant enough to cause a temporary after-image would be 
experienced on the Runway 34 glide path from two miles to 
approximately 1-1/4 miles from the runway threshold during the early 
evening hours, primarily during the spring and fall seasons but 
throughout the summer as well, from the outermost extents of the 
approach into the airport.  Whether model predictions would trigger an 
objection from the FAA is currently unknown.  OneEnergy intends to file 
a Notice of Proposed Construction or Alteration with the FAA. 

PPRP is recommending an initial license condition requiring OneEnergy, 
prior to construction, to file a Notice of Proposed Construction or 
Alteration to the FAA for a formal determination of the Project’s effect on 
navigable airspace by aircraft.  As part of this condition, OneEnergy shall 
provide confirmation to the PSC and PPRP that the Project will be in 
compliance with FAA and Maryland Aviation Administration standards 
and notification requirements for objects affecting navigable airspace. 

4.4 Visual Impacts 

The terrain in the area is relatively flat, but stationary views toward the 
Project site are limited because there are few surrounding residences.  
Views of the parcel from Bucktown Road are currently unimpaired due to 
the absence of terrain relief.  Sitting between six and eight feet above 
ground, the solar arrays would have a low visual profile.  PV arrays 
would be set back 50 feet from the property line and enclosed within a six-
foot chain link fence aligned with the leased property boundary, except 
where the site faces Bucktown Road where it would be set back 30 feet. 
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Figure 2.  SGHAT Stationary Observation Points and Glide Path at 
Cambridge Maryland Solar Farm 

 

PPRP undertook a preliminary glare analysis of the Project estimating the 
intensity, time-of-day and duration of glare for four stationary 
observations points representing the locations of nearby residences.  The 
SGHAT model suggested that residents living next to the Project on the 
west side of Bucktown Road could experience glare causing a temporary 
after-image from solar panels, at least from moderately elevated 
perspectives like an upper floor, shortly after sunrise, and from an 
occupied residence south of the facility before sunset.  From ground level 
perspectives (6 feet) at stationary observation points, the model predicts 
that glare would cause a temporary after-image only from an observation 
point directly west of the array.  Glare might still exist at ground level at 
the other two observation points, but with a low potential to cause an 
after-image.  Glare would affect these observation points for less than one 
hour per day from mid-March into October.  These findings likely 
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overestimate the impact because the SGHAT model does not take 
landscaping and vegetation into account when estimating glare. 

To mitigate visual impacts upon surrounding properties, OneEnergy has 
proposed landscaping the buffer area between the property line and the 
panel arrays.  The landscaping plan would be designed in conformance 
with the Dorchester County requirements codified in §155-50.LL of 
Supplementary Use Regulations in the Dorchester County Code or as 
otherwise required.  Dorchester County’s buffering requirements for 
utility scale solar energy systems are as follows. 

All solar energy systems, utility scale, shall be screened from the 
ground floor of any adjacent or abutting existing residential 
dwelling unit. The screening shall consist of a vegetated buffer that 
forms a landscaped strip at least 50 feet in depth. This screening 
shall be maintained with a buffer of plant material (trees and 
shrubs) that is mature enough to effectively screen year round (to a 
minimum eight feet aboveground level) the view of the solar 
energy facility. The amount and extent of the required screening 
will be determined by the Planning Commission as part of the site 
plan review process. When conditions on adjacent land are present 
such as existing forest, woodland, wetlands, open field or cropland, 
such that the landscaped strip serves a minimal or no purpose, the 
Planning Commission may reduce or waive this screening 
requirement at its discretion. (§155-50.LL) 

PPRP concurs that a landscaping plan that conforms to Dorchester 
County’s buffering requirements is likely to effectively mitigate views of 
the proposed facility from adjoining properties and Bucktown Road and 
eliminate glare trespass beyond the Project’s property line.  As such, PPRP 
is recommending an initial license condition requiring that prior to 
construction, OneEnergy submits to the Public Service Commission and 
PPRP for review and approval, a landscaping plan that is in substantial 
conformance with site plans approved by Dorchester County and Article 
155-50.LL of the Dorchester County Code.  

Post-construction, the Project would have minimal lighting requirements.  
Dorchester County Supplementary Use Regulations prohibit outdoor 
lighting at utility scale solar energy systems except to the extent required 
for safety, maintenance or temporary repair.  OneEnergy has stated that 
lighting may be limited to a single down shielded light fixture at each 
inverter pad, or three fixtures in total.  PPRP has recommended an initial 
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license condition requiring OneEnergy’s lighting distribution plan to 
conform to Dorchester County’s Supplementary Use Regulations for 
utility scale solar energy systems. 

4.5 Cultural and Aesthetic Resources 

There are numerous cultural resources that are programmatically 
managed within Dorchester County.  These include historic properties, 
archeological deposits and programmatic designations that embody 
defined land use components.   A review of the Maryland Inventory of 
Historic Properties (MIHP) indicated there is no historic structure within 
two miles of the Project area nor are there any nearby Maryland Historical 
Trust (MHT) easements or properties on the National Register of Historic 
Places.  The MHT has determined that there are no historic properties that 
will be affected by the Project.   

In the event that relics of unforeseen archeological sites are revealed and 
identified during construction, PPRP is recommending a license condition 
requiring OneEnergy, in consultation with and as approved by the MHT, 
to develop and implement a plan for avoidance and protection, data 
recovery, or destruction without recovery of such relics or sites.   

The Project is within the programmatic boundary of the Heart of 
Chesapeake Country Certified Heritage Area (CHA).  The CHA occupies 
much of Dorchester County and has many compelling stories, significant 
buildings, historic figures, unique traditions and industries, and 
unparalleled natural resources (Dorchester County Office of Tourism 
2002).  Maryland’s Heritage Areas are locally designated and State 
certified regions where public and private partners make commitments to 
preserve historical, cultural and natural resources for sustainable 
economic development through heritage tourism.    

Scenic resources, an important element of heritage tourism, are elements 
of many of the area’s heritage themes and are mostly experienced through 
driving and walking tours.  Two of Maryland’s Scenic Byways traverse 
Dorchester County – Michener’s Chesapeake Country Scenic Byway and 
the Harriet Tubman Underground Railroad Byway.  Michener’s 
Chesapeake Country Scenic Byway does not bypass the Project site.  
However, a route of the Harriet Tubman Underground Railroad Byway 
follows Bucktown Road from US 50 south to Bucktown Village before 
looping back to Cambridge through the Blackwater National Wildlife 
Refuge to Golden Hill Road (MD 335) and Church Creek Road (MD 16).  
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Key views identified in this segment of the byway are along Bucktown 
Road south of Indian Bone Road, and Key View Road as it passes through 
the Blackwater National Wildlife Refuge.  There are no identified key 
views or scenic resources associated with the byway in the vicinity of the 
Project.  Bucktown Village, the closest Targeted Investment Zone (TIZ) 
within the CHA, is more than five miles from the Project site (Mary Means 
& Associates et al 2007). 

Although within the programmatic boundary of the Heart of Chesapeake 
Country CHA, PPRP has determined that it is unlikely the Project would 
have an adverse effect upon cultural awareness or heritage tourism the 
heritage area seeks to promote.  Its boundary broadly encompasses a large 
expanse of land in Dorchester County, much of which does not necessarily 
focus on its heritage themes, nor is the Project site within a TIZ.  Because 
visual impacts are expected to be largely confined within the Project site, 
heritage area goals are not expected to be adversely affected. 

Because of its flat terrain, Dorchester County is a popular venue for 
bicycling.  Recognized in the Heart of Chesapeake Country management 
plan as a platform for heritage tourism, Dorchester Tourism has 
designated several on-road bicycle routes, including one which originates 
in Cambridge and descends Bucktown Road to the Blackwater National 
Wildlife Refuge (Dorchester County, undated).  

Bucktown Road is a narrow two-lane paved roadway with no shoulders.  
Increased truck traffic during construction of the OneEnergy facility could 
potentially affect cycling safety on this designated route due to the 
roadway design.  By Maryland law, bicycles are vehicles; COMAR §11-176 
defines a “vehicle” as any device in, on, or by which any individual or 
property is or might be transported or towed on a highway.  As such, 
cyclists have rights and responsibilities as do drivers of motor vehicles.  
Among other provisions, Maryland traffic laws require a vehicle 
overtaking another vehicle, including a bicycle, to proceed with due 
regard for the other vehicle on the approach, overtaking and clearance of 
the overtaken vehicle and to yield to an overtaken bicycle before making 
any turns6.    

Impacts to cyclists during construction are expected to be mitigated by a 
low volume of truck traffic servicing the facility and a construction 
schedule that is expected to commence in Fall 2014 when cycling activity 
seasonally declines.  Still, PPRP is concerned that the additional truck 
                                                           
6 http://www.mva.maryland.gov/safety/mhso/program-bicycle-safety.htm 
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traffic delivering supplies and services to the proposed facilities, 
particularly during the peak construction period, could compromise the 
safety of cyclists on the segment of Bucktown Road between US 50 and 
the Project site.  PPRP is recommending an initial license condition 
requiring OneEnergy to instruct its suppliers and contractors to be aware 
of Bucktown Road’s on-road bicycle route designation and Maryland 
traffic laws regarding bicycles on the road, and to include the condition in 
any contract with suppliers or contractors. 

4.6 Property Values 

Little in the way of research has been published on the impact of utility 
scale solar photovoltaic systems on nearby property values.  This may be 
partly because utility scale photovoltaic land requirements favor rural 
locations where adjacency issues are not as prevalent, or because repeat 
sales data, which might capture such effects, are simply not available.  
Limited evidence from real estate appraisal methods has not revealed any 
influence on property values from solar farm development.  Expert 
opinion from a recent siting case in Massachusetts, for example, 
concluded that utility scale photovoltaic energy systems that are not 
visible from surrounding properties would have no impact on their 
market values (Franklin County 2014).  

With a minimal vertical profile, the Project would be largely out of sight 
from nearby properties, particularly after landscape buffers are 
established.  Post-construction views toward the Project from Bucktown 
Road and nearby stationary observation points would change from open 
cropland to a landscaped buffer of trees and shrubs, but would still be 
consistent with views that characterize rural Dorchester County.  The 
adjacent property most affected by the Project (other than the 
landowner’s) is a commercial/institutional establishment for the welfare 
of animals, which is largely enclosed within a mature woodlot.  A private 
residence on the west side of Bucktown Road near the site entrance has 
partial views toward the Project but would overlook the landscape buffer 
in the post-construction period. The Project’s operation would not emit 
significant traffic, noise, air or water pollutants, or generate any 
hazardous waste that could potentially affect public health.  At the end of 
the facility’s useful life, a decommissioning plan would return the Project 
site to its original state.  In other words, the local environment would be 
minimally affected by the Project.  That the proposed facility would have 
a moderately benign local presence once the facility is operational 
suggests that property values would be essentially unchanged. 
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5.0 SUMMARY 

PPRP concludes that there will be no significant impacts to environmental 
or socioeconomics resources if the OneEnergy Project adheres to the 
recommended licensing conditions put forth in DNR_Exhibit (FS-3) 

Because it is a non-combustion process relying on the direct conversion of 
solar energy into electrical energy, the operation of a solar PV facility does 
not produce air emissions.  This differs drastically from conventional 
fossil-fired electric power plants.  Electricity generated by solar PV 
facilities represents a way of meeting the region’s growing demand for 
electric power without emitting combustion-related air pollutants.  
Therefore, there will be no significant impact to air quality. 

No significant water withdrawals or wastewater discharges are 
anticipated, thus, the Project will not have an impact on surface or 
groundwater resources.  A Preliminary Geotechnical Investigation Report 
(ECS Mid Atlantic) was conducted in February 2013, and was provided by 
OneEnergy in the Appendix to the CPCN application.  In response to 
PPRP Data Request No. 1, OneEnergy states that a full geotechnical 
investigation will be completed in summer/early fall 2014.  This analysis 
will provide subsurface investigation and soil stability data for the site, as 
well as precautionary and surface/subsurface construction guidance that 
should be adhered to during construction.  Soil borings will also be 
conducted to determine depth to water table.  OneEnergy states that 
construction dewatering is not anticipated since it does not plan any on-
site excavation for footers or foundations. 

The proposed OneEnergy Project would not directly affect any streams or 
wetlands during construction and operation. The development of the 
proposed OneEnergy facility would not cause any negative impacts to 
vegetation or wildlife and could provide benefits to wildlife.  As 
proposed, the OneEnergy Project would not require clearing of any trees, 
minimizing forest loss.  As such, the OneEnergy Project will have no 
mitigation obligations under the FCA. 

The Project would not have any adverse effects on socioeconomic 
resources, including economic and fiscal issues, transportation, visual, 
cultural and aesthetic, and property values.  OneEnergy will maintain a 
vegetative screen in accordance with Dorchester County Code. The MHT 
has determined that there are no historic properties that will be affected 
by the Project and PPRP has determined that it is unlikely the Project 
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would have an adverse effect upon the Heart of Chesapeake Country 
CHA.  The Project’s operation would not emit significant traffic, noise, air 
or water pollutants, or generate any hazardous waste that could 
potentially affect public health.  At the end of the facility’s useful life, a 
decommissioning plan would return the Project site to its original state.  In 
other words, the local environment would be minimally affected by the 
Project.  That the proposed facility would have a moderately benign local 
presence once the facility is operational suggests that property values 
would be essentially unchanged. 
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In the Matter of the Application of 

OneEnergy Cambridge Solar, LLC for 

a Certificate of Public Convenience 

and Necessity to Construct a 3.3 MW 
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To All Parties of Record: 

 

 The Proposed Order of Public Utility Law Judge filed in 

the above-entitled matter on August 21, 2014, was not appealed by 

any party, nor has the Commission modified or reversed the Proposed 

Order or initiated further proceedings into this matter.  

Therefore, today the Proposed Order became a final order of the 

Commission, and it was assigned Order No. 86593. 

 

 

  Very truly yours, 

 

 

 

 

  Leatrice Williams 

  Administrative Aide 
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cc: Honorable Jay L. Newcomb, President, Dorchester County Council 

 Steven M. Dodd, Director, Dorchester County Planning & Zoning 

Office 



 

 

ORDER NO. 86593 

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPLICATION OF 

ONEENERGY CAMBRIDGE SOLAR, LLC FOR A 

CERTIFICATE OF PUBLIC CONVENIENCE 

AND NECESSITY TO CONSTRUCT A 3.3 MW 

SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC GENERATING 

FACILITY IN DORCHESTER COUNTY, 

MARYLAND. 

                                     

 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

BEFORE THE  

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

OF MARYLAND 

 

              

 

CASE NO. 9348 

              

 

Issued:  August 21, 2014 

PROPOSED ORDER OF PUBLIC UTILITY LAW JUDGE 

Appearances: 

Todd R. Chason, Esquire, and Victor A. Kwansa, Esquire, 

for OneEnergy Cambridge Solar, LLC. 

Sondra S. McLemore, Esquire, and Brent Bolea, Esquire, for 

the Maryland Department of Natural Resources, Power Plant 

Research Program. 

Theresa V. Czarski, Esquire, for the Maryland Office of 

People's Counsel. 

Lloyd J. Spivak, Esquire, for the Staff of the Maryland 

Public Service Commission. 

Executive Summary 

 On April 1, 2014, an application was filed by OneEnergy 

Cambridge Solar, LLC ("OneEnergy," "OCS," "Company" or "Applicant") 

requesting a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity 

("CPCN") to construct a 3.3 megawatt ("MW") solar photovoltaic 

generating facility ("Project") in Dorchester County ("County"), 
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Maryland ("Application").1  Accompanying the Application was the 

Company's Environmental Review Document associated with the Project 

("OCS ERD").2 

 On July 24, 2014, the Power Plant Research Program 

("PPRP"), Maryland Department of Natural Resources ("DNR") filed 

testimony, draft initial recommended licensing conditions, and its 

draft Environmental Review Document ("PPRP ERD").  PPRP recommended 

grant of the Application, subject to the recommended licensing 

conditions.  On July 25, 2014, Technical Staff ("Staff") of the 

Maryland Public Service Commission ("Commission") filed testimony 

and recommended grant of the Application subject to the condition 

that the Company submit the signed Wholesale Market Participant 

Agreement including the Interconnection Agreement as well as the 

recommended licensing conditions submitted by PPRP. 

 On August 11, 2014, the Company accepted the recommended 

licensing conditions. 

 Based on review of the record in this matter, I find 

that the CPCN, as requested and subject to the recommended 

licensing conditions, is in the public convenience and necessity 

and is hereby granted. 

                                                           
1 OCS Exhibit ("Ex.") 1 (Application submitted April 1, 2014, Docket 

Item 1). 

2 OCS Ex. 2 (Environmental Review Document, Project No. 12718.B0, 

March 28, 2014, Docket Item 1). 
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Procedural History 

 The Application filed on April 1, 2014, included a 

request for expedited review and waiver of the two-year notice 

requirement under § 7-208(b)(1) of the Public Utilities Article, 

Annotated Code of Maryland. 

 By letter dated April 3, 2014, the Commission delegated 

the proceedings in this matter to the Public Utility Law Judge 

Division. 

 A prehearing conference was held on April 30, 2013, at 

which the above-noted appearances of counsel were entered.  A 

procedural schedule was agreed upon at that conference and the 

requested waiver under § 7-208(b)(1) of the Public Utilities 

Article was granted. 

 On May 15, 2014, the Company filed the Direct Testimony 

of Leslie "Gia" Clark, Manager, Project Development of OneEnergy 

Renewables;3 the Direct Testimony of Mark S. Crissman, Vice 

President/Branch Office Manager, Daft-McCune-Walker, Inc.;4 and the 

Direct Testimony of Dane S. Bauer, Vice President, Diversified 

Building Solutions, LLC.5 

 On May 21, 2014, the Dorchester County Council was 

invited to sit jointly with the Chief Public Utility Law Judge at 

                                                           
3 OCS Ex. 3 (Direct Testimony of Leslie "Gia" Clark dated May 15, 2014, 

Docket Item 8). 

4 OCS Ex. 4 (Direct Testimony of Mark S. Crissman dated May 15, 2014, 

Docket Item 8). 

5 OCS Ex. 5 (Direct Testimony of Dane S. Bauer dated May 15, 2014, Docket 

Item 8). 
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the public hearing to be held on August 14, 2014.  By letter dated 

June 2, 2014, the Council indicated that, as the Company is follow-

ing the County's Planning and Zoning process, it did not feel it 

necessary to hold a joint public hearing.6 

 On July 24, 2014, PPRP filed the Direct Testimony of 

Frederick S. Kelley, a Program Manager for PPRP,7 a List of 

Proposed Initial Recommended Licensing Conditions,8 and a Draft 

Environmental Review of the Proposed OneEnergy Solar Farm Project.9 

 On July 25, 2014, Staff filed the Direct Testimony and 

Exhibits of Ralph De Geeter, a Transmission Engineer in the 

Commission's Division of Engineering.10 

 On August 11, 2014, the Company submitted a letter 

stating that it accepted PPRP's and Staff's recommended licensing 

conditions.11  The letter also stated that the parties stipulated 

to the entry of the Application and associated attachments and all 

pre-filed testimony, including exhibits and attachments into the 

                                                           
6 See Docket Item 12. 

7 PPRP Ex. 1 (Direct Testimony of Frederick S. Kelley dated July 24, 

2014, Docket Item 13). 

8 PPRP Ex. 2 (Secretarial Letter dated July 24, 2014 along with the Draft 

Initial Recommended Licensing Conditions, Docket Item 13). 

9 PPRP Ex. 3 (PPRP Draft Environmental Review of the Proposed OneEnergy 

Cambridge Solar Farm in Dorchester, Maryland dated July 24, 2014, Docket 

Item 13). 

10 Staff Ex. 1 (Direct Testimony and Exhibits of Ralph De Geeter dated 

July 25, 2014 (Public: Ex. 1A (excludes confidential exhibits), Docket 

Item 13; Confidential: Ex. 1C). 

11 See Docket Item 15. 
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administrative record.  All parties also waived cross-examination.  

Accordingly, no evidentiary hearing was held. 

 A hearing for public comments was held on August 14, 

2014, at the Dorchester County Public Library – Central Library in 

Cambridge, Maryland.  Five members of the public attended the 

hearing, but only one individual spoke.  The commenter supported 

the Project.  She, however, wanted some assurance that Choptank had 

sufficient capacity on its facilities so that her home solar system 

contributions to the electrical grid would not be "blocked" and 

therefore adversely impact her ability to earn credits and renew-

able energy credits that she depends on to finance her system.12  

No written comments were filed in the docket. 

 On August 20, 2014, PPRP filed a letter indicating that 

it had no modifications to its Initial Recommended Conditions filed 

on July 24, 2014, which therefore became the Reviewing State 

Agencies' Final Recommended Conditions.13  PPRP asked these 

Conditions be incorporated into any CPCN that may be granted in 

this matter.  Additionally, PPRP stated that it would not object to 

reduce the time for appeal from 30 to 14 days. 

                                                           
12 Mr. Spivak responded to her question and explained the Mr. De Geeter, 

Staff's witness, had determined that interconnecting the Project through 

the Choptank substation would have no adverse impact on the reliability 

and stability of the electric system in Maryland. 

13 See Maillog No. 157807. 
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Summary of Application and Testimony 

OneEnergy 

 Ms. Clark sponsored Sections 1, 2, 3, 4A and 4B of the 

OCS ERD.14  Mr. Bauer sponsored Sections 4C-F, 5 and 6 of the 

OCS ERD.15  Mr. Crissman sponsored Sections 4C-F, 5 and 6 of the 

OCS ERD as well.16 

 According to the Company's ERD, the Project will consist 

of 3.3 MW alternating current solar photovoltaic units on an 

approximate 25-acre site that is privately owned, and the property 

owner has agreed to a long-term lease.17  The site is part of a 

larger, 365.32-acre leased farm located at Bucktown Road in 

Dorchester County, approximately one mile north of Indian Bone 

Road.18  The Company has provided notice to the agricultural lease 

tenant consistent with Section 8-402(b)(3)(i), Real Property 

Article, Annotated Code of Maryland.19 

 The OCS ERD indicates that there is no planned need for 

water and sewer for the Project as there are no planned operation 

or maintenance facilities as part of the Project20 and no full-time 

personnel will be located at the site.21 

                                                           
14 Clark Testimony at 2. 

15 Bauer Testimony at 1. 

16 Crissman Testimony at 1. 

17 OCS Ex. 2 at 1, 13.  

18 Id. 

19 Id. at 1. 

20 Id. at 1, 14, 27-28. 

21 Id. at 1, 14. 
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 The Company asserts that the Project will contribute to 

the local economy as well as the State's commitment for more 

instate renewable energy generation.  According to the Company, the 

proposed solar generation facility will increase the State's 

current solar electricity output.22  The Company expects a signifi-

cant economic benefit from the Project to include a capital cost of 

approximately $9 million as well as the construction position 

during the height of construction.23  The construction will take 

approximately four to five months, and the Company states that 

significant local resources will be employed during that period.24  

The Project is expected to create approximately 25-40 construction 

jobs at the height of construction of the Project, which work will 

be performed either at the site or remotely.25 

 A Generation Interconnection Combined Feasibility and 

System Impact Study Report has been completed by 

PJM Interconnection, LLC ("PJM").26  PJM found, among other things, 

no transmission network impacts, no need for new system 

reinforcements, and no potential congestion due to local energy 

deliverability.27   

                                                           
22 Id. at 22. 

23 Id. 

24 Id. 

25 Id. 

26 Id. at 10, Appendix 1. 

27 Id. 
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 Interconnection is planned at the Choptank Electric 

Cooperative, Inc. ("Choptank") Airey substation.28  Choptank gave 

favorable feedback on the Project's interconnection because of its 

simplicity and the adequate capacity at the Choptank Airey 

substation.29 

 The Project does not require the removal of any trees or 

any material grading at the Project site.30  It will be enclosed by 

a six-foot high chain link fence and a buffer/landscaping plan will 

be designed in keeping with the Dorchester County buffer/landscape 

requirements.31  The Project does not have any wetlands on the 

Project site and fronts.32  There are no rare, threatened or 

endangered species at the site.33  No forested areas will be cut 

and no fauna or flora impacts will be observed.34  The Project is 

not in a FEMA-designated flood plan.35  The Maryland State Historic 

Preservation Office ("MHT") was provided a full report of the 

Phase I site architectural and archeological investigation, and MHT 

concluded the site possesses very little archeological research 

potential and warrants no further investigation.36 

                                                           
28 Id. at 10, 22. 

29 Id. at 10. 

30 Id. at 1, 14, 23, 25-26. 

31 Id. at 14, 16. 

32 Id. at 15, 25, 28, Appendix 6. 

33 Id. at 23-24, 26, Appendices 8 and 9. 

34 Id. at 23-25, 28. 

35 Id. at 15, 23-26, Appendix 5. 

36 Id. at 23, 25-26, Appendix 7. 
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 As a solar generation facility, after completion of con-

struction, the Project will emit no pollutants.37  During construc-

tion there will be fugitive dust as well as potential sources of 

pollutants by the use of internal combustion engines from earthwork 

equipment and an increase in vehicle traffic by workers.38  

Emissions from these sources will have little impact.39 

PPRP 

 According to Mr. Kelley, PPRP performed an independent 

environmental and socioeconomic evaluation of the Project by 

reviewing application materials and testimony provided by 

OneEnergy.  Mr. Kelley stated that PPRP also participated in a 

field review of the Project on April 29, 2014.40  As a result of 

the evaluation, PPRP along with other interested State agencies41 

recommended grant of the application subject to the initial recom-

mended licensing conditions accompanying Mr. Kelley's testimony.42 

                                                           
37Id. at 27.  

38 Id. 

39 Id. 

40 Kelley Testimony at 5. 

41 The State agencies are the Maryland Department of Agriculture, the 

Maryland Department of Business and Economic Development, the Maryland 

Department of Planning, the Maryland Department of Transportation, the 

Maryland Energy Administration, the Maryland Department of the 

Environment ("MDE"), and DNR. 

42 Mr. Kelley noted that, unless additional issues arise as a result of 

the hearings which would require modifications, the proposed initial 

licensing conditions submitted will serve as the State's final recom-

mended conditions and should be incorporated into an Order issuing the 

CPCN in this matter.  Kelley Testimony at 6. 
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 Mr. Kelley testified that the construction and operation 

of the Project will have no significant impact on vegetation 

resources.43  He stated that the Company will have no mitigation 

obligations under the Maryland Forest Conservation Act because no 

trees will be cleared.44  Additionally, Mr. Kelley indicated that 

the construction and operation of the Project has no impact on 

wildlife as the site currently offers little wildlife habitat and 

may provide benefits to wildlife because of the establishment and 

maintenance of warm season grasses below and between the solar 

panels.45 

 PPRP also does not believe the Project will have an 

impact on rare, threatened and endangered species relying upon a 

letter dated February 14, 2012, from DNR, Wildlife and Heritage 

Service to the Company.46  Mr. Kelley indicated that OneEnergy had 

contacted the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service ("USFWS").  By letter 

dated January 3, 2012, USFWS stated that except for occasional 

transient individuals, no federal proposed or listed Endangered or 

Threatened species are known to occur in the vicinity of the 

Project.47 

 Mr. Kelley also testified that the Project will have no 

direct effect on any streams or wetlands during its construction 

                                                           
43 Kelley Testimony at 6; PPRP Ex. 3 at 6-7. 

44 Kelley Testimony at 7. 

45 Id. at 7-8. 

46 Id. at 9; OCS Ex. 2, Appendix 9. 

47 Id. at 9-10; OCS Ex. 2, Appendix 8. 
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and operations.  He cited a June 3, 2013 letter from MDE, which 

indicated that the Project site contains no jurisdictional nontidal 

wetlands and its field observations resulted in a finding that no 

approvals would be necessary to construct the Project on the pro-

posed site.48  Mr. Kelley noted that PPRP, based on its independent 

April 2014 field review of the Project site, concurs with MDE's 

finding.49 

 Mr. Kelley discussed the economic, demographic and 

fiscal impacts of the proposed Project.  He indicated that PPRP 

estimates the Project could generate up to 54 total full-time 

equivalent jobs in the State during construction, of which a number 

of the jobs may be filled by the local labor pool, which PPRP 

determined would have a positive effect on the local economy.50  He 

noted that not all benefits would accrue to Maryland because 

certain specialized components, such as PV panels, are manufactured 

elsewhere.51  Because most construction workers will reside within 

daily commuting distance to the Project site, PPRP found no effect 

upon population and housing or population-related public service 

provision.52  Overall, PPRP determined the net fiscal benefit of 

the Project would be positive, although not significant in the 

                                                           
48 Id. at 10; OCS Ex. 2, Appendix 6. 

49 Kelley Testimony at 10. 

50 Id. at 10-11. 

51 Id. at 11. 

52 Id. 
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aggregate, for the County and State.53  Additional fiscal benefits, 

according to Mr. Kelley, would be in the form of corporate income 

tax revenues and income taxes on lease payments to the landowner.54 

 Mr. Kelley described the transportation impacts that may 

occur during the construction of the Project.  Deliveries to the 

Project will be done by truck over US 50 and Bucktown Road.  PPRP 

found that this truck traffic is not expected to adversely affect 

existing traffic in the vicinity of the Project.55  PPRP, however, 

recommended a license condition that requires the Company to comply 

with all permit requirements for use of State and Dorchester County 

roads and obtain appropriate approvals as necessary.56 

 Mr. Kelley noted that US 50, in nearby Cambridge, is 

often congested for a number of reasons, particularly in the summer 

months.57  Mr. Kelley indicated that the additional construction 

worker traffic is not expected to adversely affect the level of 

service of the major or minor roads in the vicinity of the Project 

even if coincident with morning and evening peak hour traffic.58 

 Mr. Kelley discussed the Federal Aviation 

Administration's ("FAA") requirements for the conduct of aeronau-

tical studies of proposed activities that affect airspace.  The 

                                                           
53 Id. 

54 Id. 

55 Id. at 12-13. 

56 Id. at 13; PPRP Ex. 2, Licensing Condition No. 13. 

57 Kelley Testimony at 12. 

58 Id. 
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Project is slightly south of the threshold of Runway 34 of the 

Cambridge-Dorchester Airport, and an approach to this runway places 

the glide path slightly to the east of the Project.59  As a result 

of PPRP's preliminary glare analysis of the Project, the predicted 

glare from the Project is significant enough to cause a pilot to 

experience a temporary after-image.60  Mr. Kelley indicated that it 

is unknown whether the model predictions would trigger an objection 

from the FAA.61  Consequently, PPRP recommended a license condition 

that requires the Company to file, prior to commencing construction 

of the Project, a Notice of Proposed Construction or Alteration to 

the FAA for a formal determination of the Project's effect on navi-

gable airspace by aircraft.62  The recommended licensing condition 

also requires that the Company notify the Commission and PPRP that 

the Project will be in compliance with FAA and Maryland Aviation 

Administration standards and notification requirements for objects 

affecting navigable airspace.63 

 Mr. Kelley provided PPRP's conclusions on land use 

impacts of the Project.  After review, PPRP does not recommend 

including any licensing conditions regarding land use.64  PPRP also 

concluded that the Company must mitigate visual impacts upon 

                                                           
59 Id. at 14. 

60 Id. 

61 Id. 

62 Id. at 14; PPRP Ex. 2, Licensing Condition No. 18. 

63 Kelley Testimony at 14. 

64 Id. at 14-15. 
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surrounding properties, including landscaping to buffer areas 

between the property line and panel arrays as well as conforming 

its minimal lighting requirements to Dorchester County's 

Supplementary Use Regulations for utility scale solar energy 

systems.65 

 Mr. Kelley stated that a review of the Maryland 

Inventory of Historic Properties revealed no historic structure 

within two miles of the Project area nor are there any nearby 

Maryland Historical Trust easements or properties on the National 

Register of Historic Places.66  The Maryland Historical Trust has 

determined that there are no historic properties that will be 

affected by the Project.67 

 Although the Project is within the programmatic boundary 

of the Heart of Chesapeake Country Certified Heritage Area, PPRP 

concluded that it was unlikely that the Project would have an 

adverse effect upon cultural awareness or heritage tourism that the 

CHA seeks to promote.68 

 Mr. Kelley noted that the Harriet Tubman Underground 

Railroad Byway ("Byway"), one of the two of Maryland's Scenic 

Byways which traverse Dorchester County, does pass by the property 

as it follows Bucktown Road from US 50 south to Bucktown Village 

                                                           
65 Id. at 16; PPRP Ex. 2, Licensing Condition No. 17. 

66 Kelley Testimony at 17. 

67 Id.; OCS Ex. 2, Appendix 7. 

68 Kelley Testimony at 17. 
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and the Blackwater National Wildlife Refuge.69  PPRP, however, 

found no identified key view or scenic resources associated with 

this Byway in the vicinity of the Project.70 

 Mr. Kelley discussed a potential adverse impact of the 

increased truck traffic during construction of the Project on a 

Dorchester Tourism-designated bicycle route on Bucktown Road from 

Cambridge to the Blackwater National Wildlife Refuge.  The 

increased truck traffic during construction of the Project may 

adversely affect cycling safety on this designated route, which is 

a narrow two-lane paved roadway with no shoulders.71  PPRP 

concluded that the impact to cyclists may be mitigated because 

construction will begin in the fall of 2014 when a seasonal decline 

of cycling activity typically occurs as well as the low number of 

trucks delivering materials to the Project site.72  To address 

PPRP's concerns, it recommended a licensing condition that requires 

the Company to instruct its contractors to be aware of Bucktown 

Road's on-road bicycle route designation and Maryland traffic laws 

regarding bicycles on the road.73  It also recommends a similar 

instruction to be contained in all contracts with suppliers or 

                                                           
69 Id. at 17-18. 

70 Id. at 18. 

71 Id. 

72 Id. at 18. 

73 Id.; PPRP Ex. 2, Licensing Condition No. 14. 
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contractors to make their employees aware of these designations and 

the Maryland laws.74 

 Mr. Kelley also concluded that because the local 

environment will be minimally affected by the Project, visually and 

otherwise, property values should not be affected by the Project.75 

 He also discussed the State's Renewable Portfolio 

Standards ("RPS") in relation to the viability of the Project.  He 

noted that the RPS is not the lone policy mechanism to provide 

incentives for the development of solar power in Maryland, as there 

are State tax credits, grants, loans and rebate programs.76  He 

concluded that as long as the remaining approvals and financing are 

successfully obtained, the Project appears to be a viable project 

in support of the RPS.77 

 The operation of the Project will not produce air emis-

sions because it is a non-combustion process relying on direct 

conversion of solar energy into electrical energy.78  No signifi-

cant water withdrawals or wastewater discharges are anticipated, so 

no impact on surface or groundwater resources.79 

 Finally, PPRP recommended that the Company provide the 

Commission and PPRP with a Decommissioning Plan to ensure that the 

                                                           
74 Kelley Testimony at 18. 

75 Id. at 19. 

76 Id. at 20. 

77 Id. at 21. 

78 PPRP Ex. 3 at 26.   

79 Id. at 26. 
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Project site is returned to its original state at the end of the 

facility's useful life.80  Included in the licensing condition is a 

requirement that the Company secure a funding mechanism to ensure 

that the decommissioning costs are not borne by the County and/or 

the State at the end of the facility's useful life.81 

Staff 

 Staff witness De Geeter's testimony addressed the effect 

that the proposed Project will have on the reliability and 

stability of the electric system in Maryland.82  Mr. De Geeter gave 

an overview of the process for obtaining approval of a generation 

project in Maryland and described the proposed Project as set forth 

in the Application.  Mr. De Geeter identified PJM as the Regional 

Transmission Organization which is responsible for assessing 

transmission system reliability and stability in Maryland.83  He 

explained the process by which PJM reviews proposed generation 

projects that seek to connect to the transmission system in 

Maryland. 

 Mr. De Geeter stated that the Company submitted the 

interconnection request for the Project to PJM on April 30, 2012.84  

According to Mr. De Geeter, as a result of the request, PJM 

                                                           
80 Id. at 27; PPRP Ex. 2, Licensing Condition No. 20. 

81 Id. 

82 See Md. Ann. Code Publ. Util. Art., § 7-207(e)(2)(i). 

83 De Geeter Testimony at 4. 

84 Id. at 8. 
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initiated the required interconnection study process and has 

completed a Generation Interconnection Combined Feasibility and 

System Impact Study ("Study").85  He indicated that the Study did 

not identify any need for any transmission line or substation/ 

switchyard facilities nor for any transmission line upgrades.86 

 He noted, however, that PJM has not tendered the Project 

a Wholesale Market Participant Agreement ("WMPA").87  Mr. De Geeter 

explained that the WMPA is an option that is available to 

generation projects that are seeking to interconnect with the PJM 

transmission system through a state regulated local electric 

distribution system prior to commercial operation, in lieu of PJM's 

Interconnection Service Agreement.88  He stated that the WMPA 

largely removes the interconnection request from the Federal Energy 

Regulatory Commission ("FERC") jurisdiction.89  Mr. De Geeter 

indicated that the Project complies with the PJM criteria to 

interconnect pursuant to a WMPA because the Project will physically 

interconnect with Choptank's electric distribution system, which is 

not regulated by FERC.90  He indicated that the WMPA would be a 

                                                           
85 Id. at 9. 

86 Id. 

87 Id. at 8. 

88 Id. at 7. 

89 Id. 

90 Id. at 7. 
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three-party Agreement between PJM, the FERC-regulated transmission 

owner, Delmarva Power & Light Company, and the Company.91 

 He therefore recommended as a licensing condition that, 

prior to commencing operations, the Company submit to the 

Commission the fully executed WMPA including the executed 

Interconnection Agreement with Choptank.92  He testified that the 

Project's compliance with the agreement would assure no adverse 

impact to the reliability and stability of the electric trans-

mission system.93  He indicated that renewable energy projects, 

such as solar and wind farms, have been promoted and mandated by 

the State.94  He asserted that the Project will contribute toward 

meeting the goals of the State's Renewable Portfolio Standards, 

which has a target of 20% with 2% being supplied by solar 

generation.95  Accordingly, subject to the recommended licensing 

conditions, he recommended that a CPCN be issued for the Project. 

Applicable Law 

 The Application was filed pursuant to § 7-207  

and § 7-208 of the Public Utilities Article, Annotated Code of 

Maryland.  Pursuant to § 7-207(e), the Commission shall take action 

                                                           
91 Id. 

92 Id. at 10. 

93 Id. 

94 Id. at 10-11. 

95 Id. at 11. 
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on an application for a CPCN only after due consideration of the 

following factors: 

(1) The recommendation of the governing body 
of each county or municipal corporation 

in which any portion of the construction 

of the generating station or overhead 

transmission line is proposed to be 

located; and 

(2) The effect of the generating station or 
overhead transmission line on: 

(i) the stability and reliability of 

the electric system; 

(ii) economics; 

(iii) esthetics; 

(iv) historic sites; 

(v) aviation safety, as determined 

by the Maryland Aviation 

Administration and the adminis-

trator of the Federal Aviation 

Administration; 

(vi) when applicable, air and water pol-

lution; and 

(vii) the availability of means for the 
required timely disposal of wastes 

produced by any generating station. 

 Under § 7-208 of the Public Utilities Article, the 

Commission shall include in the CPCN it issues the requirements of 

the federal and state environmental laws and standards that are 

identified by MDE and the methods and conditions that the 

Commission determines are appropriate to comply with those environ-

mental laws and standards. 
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Findings 

 I find that the County appears satisfied with the 

Company's actions in following the County's Planning and Zoning 

process to obtain appropriate approvals for the Project.  I further 

find that the County has raised no opposition to the Project. 

 I find that the evidence is undisputed that the Project 

can be built and operated without any negative effects to the 

stability and reliability of the electric system and grid. 

 I find that the Project will have some, but limited, 

benefit to the economy by creating construction jobs.  I find that 

the Project will contribute to the State's Renewable Energy 

Standards Portfolio as it will add approximately 3.3 MW to the 

Portfolio. 

 Subject to the Final Licensing Conditions, I find that 

the Project will have no negative effects on esthetics of the 

Project site and nearby properties. 

 I find that the Project will have no negative effects on 

historical sites and no adverse impact on heritage tourism in 

Dorchester County. 

 I find that, subject to the Company's compliance with 

Final Licensing Condition No. 18, the Project will have no adverse 

effect on aviation safety as determined by the FAA and the Maryland 

Aviation Administration. 

 I find that the Project will have no adverse effects on 

air or water pollution. 
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 I find that the Project produces little or no waste that 

will require disposal.96 

 Subject to the Final Licensing Conditions, I find that 

the Project meets all federal and State environmental laws and 

standards. 

 I therefore find that grant of the CPCN, as requested 

and which includes the Final Recommended Conditions attached hereto 

as Appendix A and made a part hereof, as well as the Staff's 

recommended condition, is in the public convenience and necessity. 

 Finally, because the Company sought an expedited review 

and there has been no opposition or objections to the Project 

proceeding as described (and subject to the Final Recommended 

Conditions and Staff's recommended condition), I find that a 

shortened appeal period is appropriate.  Accordingly, a 14-day 

appeal period is hereby adopted. 

 IT IS THEREFORE, this 21st day of August, in the year 

Two Thousand Fourteen, 

 ORDERED: (1) That the application filed by OneEnergy 

Cambridge Solar, LLC for a Certificate of Public Convenience and 

Necessity to construct a 3.3 MW solar photovoltaic generating 

facility in Dorchester County, Maryland is hereby granted in 

accordance with the findings and decision rendered herein. 

  (2) That the conditions in Appendix A 

attached and incorporated herein are hereby accepted as licensing 

                                                           
96 See OCS Ex. 2 at 29. 
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conditions of the Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity 

in accordance with the findings of this Proposed Order. 

  (3) That OneEnergy Cambridge Solar, LLC is 

hereby directed to file with the Commission the signed Wholesale 

Market Participant Agreement, including the signed Interconnection 

Agreement with Choptank Electric Cooperative, Inc., prior to 

commencing operation of its Dorchester County generating facility. 

  (4) That this Proposed Order will become a 

final order of the Commission on September 5, 2014, unless before 

that date an appeal is noted with the Commission by any party to 

this proceeding as provided in Section 3-113(d)(2) of the Public 

Utilities Article, or the Commission modifies or reverses the 

Proposed Order or initiates further proceedings in this matter as 

provided in Section 3-114(c)(2) of the Public Utilities Article. 

 

 

                                      

Terry J. Romine             

Chief Public Utility Law Judge     

Public Service Commission of Maryland 
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PPRP EXHIBIT __ (FSK-2) 
 

Final Recommended Licensing Conditions 
PSC Case No. 9348 
OneEnergy Cambridge Solar, LLC  
 

1. Except as otherwise provided for in the following provisions, the application 
(“Application”) for the Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity (“CPCN”) is 
considered to be part of this CPCN for the OneEnergy Cambridge Solar, LLC 
(OneEnergy) OneEnergy Cambridge Solar Farm Project (“Project”).  The Application 
consists of the original application filed with the Maryland Public Service Commission 
(“PSC” or “Commission”) on 1 April 2014 and supplemental information submitted to 
the PSC.  Construction and operation of the Project shall be undertaken in accordance 
with these conditions.  The Project shall be constructed within the approximate 
numerical parameters as to the number of photovoltaic (“PV”) panels, dimensions of the 
panels, and total acreage of the Project site found in the Application and incorporated in 
the CPCN.  Changes to these specifications are not covered by the CPCN and must be 
reviewed and approved by the PSC and the Power Plant Research Program (“PPRP”).  If 
there are any inconsistencies between the conditions specified below and the 
Application, the conditions in this CPCN shall take precedence.  If CPCN conditions 
incorporate federal or State laws through paraphrased language, where there is any 
inconsistency between the paraphrased language and the actual State or federal laws 
being paraphrased, the applicable federal or State laws shall take precedence.   

2. If any provision of this CPCN shall be held invalid for any reason, the remaining 
provisions shall remain in full force and effect, and such invalid provision shall be 
considered severed and deleted from this CPCN. 

3. Construction and operation of the Project shall be undertaken in accordance with this 
CPCN and shall comply with all applicable local, State, and federal laws and 
regulations, including but not limited to the following: 

a. Non-tidal Wetlands – COMAR 26.23.01 applies to activities conducted in non-
tidal wetlands and wetland buffer. 

b. Waterway Construction – COMAR 26.17.04 applies to regulations governing 
construction activities in non-tidal waters and floodplains. 

c. Water Quality and Water Pollution Control – COMAR 26.08.01 through COMAR 
26.08.04 apply to discharges to waters of the State and maintenance of surface 
water quality. 

d. Erosion, Sediment and Storm Water Control – COMAR 26.17.01 applies to the 
preparation, submittal, review, approval, and enforcement of erosion ,sediment 
and storm water control plans, including any dewatering plans and associated 
water recycling plans. 

e. Forest Conservation – Maryland's Forest Conservation Act, Md. Code, Sections 
5-1602(b)(5) and 5-1603 of the Natural Resources Article.  

f. Particulate Matter from Materials Handling and Construction - COMAR 
26.11.06.03D applies to airborne particulate matter such that a person may not 
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cause or permit any material to be handled, transported, or stored, or a building, 
its appurtenances, or a road to be used, constructed, altered, repaired, or 
demolished without taking reasonable precautions to prevent particulate matter 
from becoming airborne. 

g. Nuisance - COMAR 26.11.06.08 applies to the creation of nuisance or air 
pollution such that an installation or premise may not be operated or maintained 
in such a manner that a nuisance or air pollution is created.  Nothing in this 
regulation relating to the control of emissions may in any manner be construed 
as authorizing or permitting the creation of, or maintenance of, a nuisance or air 
pollution. 

h. Odors - COMAR 26.11.06.09 applies to the discharge of air pollution such that a 
person may not cause or permit the discharge into the atmosphere of gases, 
vapors, or odors beyond the property line in such a manner that a nuisance or air 
pollution is created. 

i. Noise - COMAR 26.02.03 applies to noise regulations whereby OneEnergy shall 
construct the proposed Project in such a way that it complies with the Maryland 
noise regulations and with relevant Dorchester County noise ordinances. 

4. Construction and operation of the Project must commence within three (3) years of 
receiving the CPCN and must be completed for operation not later than four (4) years 
after receipt of the CPCN.  If conditions warrant a change in this schedule, OneEnergy 
must notify the PSC and the PPRP. 

5. In accordance with COMAR 20.79.03.01, within 30 days of issuance of the CPCN, 
OneEnergy shall provide PPRP and PSC with a copy of the land lease with the owners 
of the property on which the Project site is located.  OneEnergy shall also identify the 
term of the land lease, and provide assurances to PPRP and PSC that the term of the 
land lease meets or exceeds its Power Purchase Agreement (“PPA”) term and includes 
any time necessary for complete closure and removal of the Project facilities. 

6. In accordance with COMAR 20.79.03.01, within 30 days of issuance of the CPCN, 
OneEnergy shall provide the PPRP and the PSC with assurances that the warranties and 
replacement and maintenance cycles are consistent with ensuring the reliability of the 
Project.  The reliability assurances of various components of the Project, including but 
not limited to the PV modules, power inverters, transformers, and substation 
interconnection equipment, shall meet or exceed the term of the land lease and the PPA 
to ensure sufficient operating life of all equipment components for the term of the 
Project. 

7. OneEnergy shall provide as-built details on the following to the PPRP, Dorchester 
County, and the PSC in accordance with COMAR 20.79.03: engineering and construction 
plans for the Project, including the total acreage of the Project site; the PV panel and 
module type, dimensions, and locations; and a consistent count of the number of PV 
modules, a consistent count of the number of support posts anticipated for the PV 
modules, as well as a consistent anticipated depth of post/pile burial and height of the 
PV panels above grade.  Where the as-built details are identical to those submitted with 
the CPCN application, OneEnergy shall provide a statement to this effect and not 
resubmit the information.  In addition, OneEnergy shall provide the PPRP and the PSC 
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with information showing the layout of the power centers, electrical collector lines, and 
switchyard for the Project.  OneEnergy shall review the proposed layout of the collector 
lines in relation to the existing infrastructure (both above ground and below grade) and 
buildings, as well as the proposed internal site access roads, underground utilities, and 
storm water management systems, prior to submitting the Construction Drawing Plan 
Review, Grading Permit, and Building Permit applications to the Dorchester County 
Planning and Zoning Department for review and permitting. 

8. OneEnergy shall comply with any recommended licensing conditions proposed by other 
state agencies having jurisdiction in this proceeding. 

9. In accordance with COMAR 20.79.03.01, OneEnergy shall provide the PPRP and the PSC 
with an updated schedule showing the status of all requested studies, approvals, and 
permit applications associated with the interconnection request with PJM and Choptank 
Electric.   

10. In accordance with COMAR 20.79.03.01, within 30 days of issuance of the CPCN, 
OneEnergy shall provide PPRP and PSC with information on how potential seismic 
impacts are being addressed in the Project design.  In addition, OneEnergy shall confirm 
that the listed wind load of 90 MPH for Exposure Class C is adequate for the Dorchester 
County area.  Both the seismic and wind design criteria and methods information shall 
cite all relevant standards and codes. 

11. The grounds of the Project, beneath and between the solar panels, shall be planted to 
establish grass species recommended by the Dorchester County Soil Conservation 
Service.  Further, prior to project construction, OneEnergy shall develop a grounds 
management plan that includes: 

a) a description of the grass species to be maintained at the Site,  

b) a schedule for mowing that minimizes mowing activities during the nesting 
season of most ground-nesting birds (i.e., May through July),  

c) a protocol for managing invasive plant species, and  

d) a discussion of herbicides and pesticides approved for use at the Project site, and 
details describing the circumstances of their use. Subject to any local ordinance 
restricting grass height, the Project grounds should be maintained at no less than 
10 inches in grass height. 

12. OneEnergy shall comply with all permit requirements for use of State and Dorchester 
County roads and obtain appropriate approvals as necessary.  

13. OneEnergy shall instruct its suppliers and contractors to be aware of Bucktown Road’s 
on-road bicycle route designation and Maryland traffic laws regarding bicycles on the 
road.  OneEnergy shall also in include in each contract with a supplier or contractor, a 
requirement that each employee working on the Project be aware Bucktown Road’s on-
road bicycle route designation and Maryland traffic laws regarding bicycles on the road.   

14. OneEnergy shall design the Project in substantial conformity to Dorchester County’s site 
plan requirements.  
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15. Prior to construction, OneEnergy shall submit to the PSC and the PPRP a landscaping 
plan for review and approval, with the plan in substantial conformance with site plans 
approved by Dorchester County and Article 155-50.LL of the Dorchester County Code. 

16. OneEnergy’s lighting distribution plan for the Project shall conform to Dorchester 
County’s Supplementary Use Regulations for utility scale solar energy systems. 

17. Prior to construction, OneEnergy shall file a Notice of Proposed Construction or 
Alteration with the Federal Aviation Administration (“FAA”) for a formal determination 
of the Project’s effect on navigable airspace by aircraft, and shall notify the PSC and the 
PPRP that the Project will be in compliance with FAA and Maryland Aviation 
Administration standards and notification requirements for objects affecting navigable 
airspace. 

18. In the event that relics of unforeseen archeological sites are revealed and identified 
during construction, OneEnergy shall develop and implement a plan, in consultation 
with and as approved by the Maryland Historical Trust, for avoidance and protection, 
data recovery, or destruction without recovery of such relics or sites.  

19. Prior to Project construction, OneEnergy, shall provide the PPRP and the PSC with a 
facility Decommissioning Plan, outlining the responsible party(ies), timeframes, and 
estimated costs for decommissioning, dismantling, and proper removal of all Project 
facilities at the end of the useful life of the Project, or when the Project is otherwise 
abandoned.  Funding mechanisms to cover the cost of implementing the 
Decommissioning Plan shall be secured via a faithful performance bond payable to the 
State of Maryland to ensure that decommissioning costs are not borne by the County 
and/or State at the end of the useful life of the Project.  The performance and financial 
assurance guarantees may be comprised of, but not limited to, one or more of the 
following: a corporate guarantee; a surety bond; a suitable insurance policy; or an 
irrevocable letter of credit.  The financial guarantee shall be in place prior to the 
commercial operation of the Project.  Every ten years, over the life of the Project, an 
updated estimate of decommissioning costs shall be prepared by OneEnergy to adjust 
for inflation.  Based on this estimate, the amount of the financial assurance guarantee 
shall be adjusted to cover the revised estimate of decommissioning.  The 
Decommissioning Plan shall include provisions for the safe removal and proper disposal 
of all components of the Project, including any components with rare/valuable 
materials, as well as components containing hazardous/toxic materials.  The 
Decommissioning Plan shall maximize the extent of component recycling and reuse, 
where possible, and ensure all components are handled in accordance with applicable 
federal, State, County, and local requirements.  

20. Representatives of the PSC and the Maryland Department of Natural Resources (DNR) 
shall be afforded access to the Project site at any reasonable time, with appropriate 
notification, to conduct inspections and evaluations necessary to assure compliance with 
the CPCN requirements.  OneEnergy shall provide such assistance as reasonably may be 
necessary to conduct such inspections and evaluations effectively and safely, which may 
include, but need not be limited to, the following: 

a. Inspecting construction authorized under this CPCN; 
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b. Having access to or copying any records required to be kept by OneEnergy 
pursuant to this CPCN or applicable regulations; 

c. Obtaining any photographic documentation and evidence; and 

d. Determining compliance with the conditions and regulations specified in the 
CPCN. 

21. All provisions and requirements of this CPCN shall apply to any and all subsequent 
owners and/or operators of the Project.  In the event of any change in control or 
ownership, OneEnergy shall notify the succeeding owner/operator of the existence of 
the requirements of this CPCN by letter, and shall send a copy of the letter to the PSC 
and to the PPRP. 

22. Informational copies of the required communications, reports or studies referenced in 
the recommended licensing conditions Nos. 1 through 21 shall be sent to the PPRP by 
mail and e-mail at: 

    
Director 
Power Plant Assessment Division 
Department of Natural Resources 
Tawes State Office Bldg., B-3 
580 Taylor Avenue 
Annapolis, Maryland 21401 

  e-mail: pprp@dnr.state.md.us 

mailto:pprp@dnr.state.md.us
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